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Abstract

Inthispaper, wepresent analgorithm forrouting inwireless adhoc networks using information about
geographical location of thenodes. We assume each node knows itsgeographical position and theposi
tion ofthenode towhich itwants tosend a packet. Initially, thenodes only know their neighbors butover
time they discover other nodes inthe network. The routing table ata node 5 isa list ((p,- ,5, )) where p,-
is a geographical position and Si is a neighbor ofnode S. When node S receives a packet for a node D
atpositionpos(£)), it finds the p,- in itsrouting table which isclosest topos{D) and forwards the packet
tothe neighbor S,-. We prove the correctness of the algorithm and show that ouralgorithm naturally ag
gregates the nodes so that the routing table sizes areof size0{Ln log(n)), where L„ is themean route
discovery path length, and n isthe number ofnodes. We also present methods fortaking positional errors,
nodefailures andmobility intoaccount. We justifythe results through simulation.

1 Introduction

A wireless ad hoc network consists ofa collection ofmobile nodes sharing a wireless channel without any
centralized control or establishedcommunication backbone. Each node communicates with othernodes within
its transmission range. To send a packet toa destination, a node forwards the packet to itsneighbor which
inturn forwards it toitsneighbor and soon, until the packet reaches the destination. The topology of the ad
hoc network depends on the location of themobile nodes and maybe changing with time.

Some of the typical applications of ad hoc networks are in scenarios where setting up a conununica-
tion infrastructure is difficult (because of mobility) or very expensive (because of terrain). Wireless ad hoc
networks can be used in battlefield situations where a communication infrastructure is difficult to build and
maintain. Ad hoc networks are also of interest for traffic control in automated vehicle navigation systems
[15]. Othercommercial applications include building a wireless access infrastructure such as the ones be
ing built by Metricom and Rooftop. Researchers are also exploring the use of ad hoc networks in building
networks out of a largenumber of tinysensors spread over a geographic area.

In this paper, we will beinterested inthe routing problem inad hoc networks. Basic routing algorithms
such as linkordistance-vector routing require every node tolearn aboutevery othernode in thenetwork. We
refer tothis as routing based onfull information. This isincontrast torouting under partialinformation. In
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this kind ofrouting, a node routes based on information about a subset of the nodes inthe network. Routing
inthe Intemet provides one example. Routing inthe Intemet relies onthe address hierarchy that mimics the
network topology to work correctly. Thus, routing table sizes are manageable andchanges in every linkof
the network donothave tobepropagated throughoutthenetwork. Inflat distance-vectororlink-state routing,
these savings are not obtained.

Sincead-hoc networks change topology frequently, routing under partial information is of interest for
ad-hoc networks. TheZone Routing Protocol is onewell known example of an algorithm based on partial
information. Anode isexpected toknow the topology initsown zone accurately, and that inother zones only
approximately. It is hoped that this will reduce theinter-node communication required to track a changing
network topology. Ofcourse, thereduction in theinformation used for routing may impose othercosts. For
example, the routes may not be shortest paths.

This paper presents a new type of distributed, adaptive and asynchronous routing algorithm forad-hoc
networks. It routes based on partial information. It doesnot relyon anyaddress hierarchy but instead relies
on information about node positions, and hence, is called thegeographical routing algorithm (GRA). We
assume each nodeknows its ownposition, andcan acquire the position of the packet destination by some
means.

Initially, each node only knows about its neighbors. The routing table atanode 5 isalist ((p, , s,)) where
Pi is a position and s,- is a neighbor of S. When node S receives a packet for destination D, it finds the pi
which is closest topos{D), the position of D, and forwards the packet to neighbor Si. The neighbor then
repeats the sameprocedure. In this way, the packet makes its way to destination D. But sometimes when
routing apacket, node S may discover that itiscloser tothedestination than any otherpositionp,. Inthis case
wesay thepacket is "stuck" at S. Thiscauses a route discovery protocol to be started. Theroute discovery
protocol finds a path from S to D and updates the routing table of the node ki on the path by placing the
entry {pos{D), ki+i) in its routing table where ki+i is the node which follows on the path. In this way
new routing entries getadded totherouting tables. After theroute discovery protocol iscompleted, thestuck
packet can be routed from S to D.

We show that the routing table sizes ofournodes remain fairly small - essentially logrithmic inthe num
berof nodes in the network. Most network routing algorithms do notuse position information. However,
the results in this paper show that the use of such information in ad-hoc network routing could yield large
reductions inrouting table size and protocol overhead. We show that the GRA has the same basic properties
as mostother routingalgorithmseven though it workswithpartial information. Givenan unknownnetwork,
nodes will exchange information and converge toa set ofrouting tables. We also show that once the routing
tables have converged, like other routing algorithms, all routes are acyclic. On the negative side, it should
benoted that the GRA does not attempt at shortest path routing. It justuses some acyclic route.

We have confined ourdiscussion to static networks so far. In a dynamic network, links will break and
form, nodes will joinand leave. The number ofprotocol packets triggered by each such change should beof
the same order ofmagnitude ascharacterized inSection 6.4. As we develop mobility models for application
environments of interest touswe hope tofind out whether these overheads are indeed small enough.

In Section 2, we discuss the GRA in relation to otherrouting algorithms in the literature. Section 3
presents the system model andproblem statement. Section 4 describes the geographical routing algorithm.
Sections 5 and 6 discuss issues related to position information inaccuracy and inconsistency, and mobility.
Section 7 presents simulation results. Section 8 concludes thepaper.

2 Literature Review

In the literature, a number of proposals have been made to solve the problem of routing in wireless ad hoc
networks [8,9,10,12,13,6,14]. Mostof theapproaches arebasedon thesourceroutinganddistance-vector



avoided by tagging each routing table entry with a sequence number. Dynamic source routing (DSR) [4] on
the other hand is based on source routing, where the source specifies the complete path to the destination
in the packet header and each node forwards the packet to the node specified as the next hop in the packet
header. Each source maintains a route cache, where it looks for a path to the destination. If such a path is not
found then the source initiatesa route discovery protocol to discover the route. Most of the approaches in the
literature are variants of the two above approaches with some attempting to combine the best of both. For
example, in zone routing protocol (ZRP) [3], each node has a "routing zone" which includes the nodes within
some specified distance. Each node knows the topology within its routing zone by using DSDV protocol.
For out-of-zone destinations, DSR is used. Other existing proposals are based on finding a backbone for the
network (MCDS) [1] or attempt to minimize delay (STARA) [2].

3 System Model and Problem Statement

Suppose there are n nodes in a region that want to communicate with each other. Each node using a wireless
link can communicate with only a small subset of the nodes that are its neighbors. When a node 5 wants to
transmit a packet to a destination D, it transmits to a neighbor, which in turn transmits to its neighbor, and
so on, until the packet reaches destination D.

In a wireless network, each node has a trans-receiver that it uses to communicate. The set of nodes with
whicha node can directly communicateis not fixed but depends on the power used by its radio transmitter.
When the power of the radio transmitter is increased, a node can directly conununicate with a larger set of
nodes (i.e., it has a largernumber of neighbors). In this paper, we will assume that the nodes have fixed the
optimal power for their trans-receivers and the neighbors with which a node communicates is hence fixed.
Then,wecanthinkof thewireless network as a graphG = {Ny E) where thenodesare AT = {1,... , n} and
there is an edge (iy j) e E if i\s a. neighbor of j in the wireless network. We assume that i is a neighborof j
if andonly if j is a neighbor of i in the wireless network. Then,wecan thinkof the linksas beingsymmetric
and the resulting graph as undirected. Furthermore, we assume that the power levels of the trans-receivers
are chosen so that the resulting graph is connected. We will also assume that there exists a medium access
schedule such that each node can transmit at a certain bit rate without interference.

In thispaper, wesolvethe problem of routing usingposition information. Whena nodereceives a packet
for destination D, it must make a routing decision: which neighbor should the packet be forwarded to?
We assume the nodes {1,..., n} haves names or IP addresses {5i,..., Sn} andare located at positions
{pos(5i),... ,pos(5n)}. Each node knows its neighbors and its own position. When a node 5,- wants to
send a packet to node D, it finds out the position using some position look-up service and addresses the
packet to position pos{D). Thegeographical routing algorithm usesonly theposition information in making
its routingdecisions. Howthe lookup serviceworks, and howa node finds its own positionand the position
of the destination is not the subject of this paper though we discuss it brieflybelow.

Todecide to whichneighbora packetshouldbe forwardedto, a node consults its routing table. A routing
tableof node5 is a list {(p,-, 5, )} (containing in general, fewerentriesthanthe totalnumberof nodesin the
network)where p,- is a geographicalposition and Si is a neighbor of S. When node S receives a packet for
destination position D, it finds the position pi which is closestto D andforwards the packetto neighbor Si.
We assume initially thenodesonlyknow theirneighbors andhavenoknowledge of thetopology. Thesubject
of thispaperis howthe nodes constmct theirrouting tables in an online manner, why the routing algorithm
works correctly and what its performance is.



3.1 Finding position information

We assume that each node can find its own position and the position ofthe destination node. Although how
this isdone isnot the subject ofthis paper, we sketch out some technologies which make itfeasible. Using
the global positioning system (GPS), it is now possible for any node to find itsgeographical position with
a small error. GPS receivers arecheaply available and more precise devices using differential GPS arealso
available. Inapplications where the IPaddress isknown but the geographical address isnot, aseparate trans
lation protocol must beused tofind the geographical position from the IPaddress. This could for example
be done using a two way paging network where the IP address is broadcast to all nodes and the node with
thatspecific IPaddress replies back with itsgeographical position. Again thedetails of how this is done are
beyond the scope of this paper.

4 The Geographical Routing Algorithm

In this section, we describe the geographical routing algorithm which we refer to as the GRAin short. The
basic idea behind the algorithm istouse the geographical position ofthe destination inmaking routing deci
sions. Each node only knows about a small number of nodes in the network. It knows more about nodes that
arenearer toit than it does about nodes which arefurther away. When a node hasa packet fora destination,
it chooses from the nodes it knows about the one which isclosest to the destination, and sends the packet
on its way to that node. Along the path, a node may know of an even closer node to the destination. The
packet then gets redirected to thatnode. On itsway to that node, it may getredirected again, and soonuntil
it reaches the destination.

Forexample, suppose a packet is tobesent from from New York city toUC Berkeley, CA. Suppose the
New York city node "knows" theroute to a node in San Francisco, CA. It then routes the packet according
to that node. Ontheway suppose, there is a node that "knows" a better route toBerkeley, CA. It then routes
thepacket onto the better route. Now, suppose the packet reaches nearBay Area, anda node "knows" an
even betterrouteto UCBerkeley. It, then, routes thepacket ontothis route, andthepacket thus reaches the
node inUCBerkeley. Thus, thealgorithm has an in-built capability of finding better andbetter routes to the
destination as thepacket nears thedestination, even though thesource node "knows" thenetwork topology
around the destination very "coarsely".

We now describe therouting algorithm indetail, andprove itscorrectness byshowing thatrouting tables
arecycle-free andthatpackets reach theirdestination. We alsoquantify theperformance of thealgorithm in
terms of the average routing table lengths.

4.1 The Algorithm

Suppose G = (iV, L) is thegraph corresponding to ourwireless network. Thealgorithm begins with each
node initially knowing only about itsneighbors. Therouting table at a node 5 is a list{(p,,5t)} where p,- is
a geographical positionof somenodeandSi is a neighborof S. Whendestination D is closesttopositionp,-
in the routing table, node S forwards the packetto neighbor Si. Each node thus forwards the packetin the
same way till the packet reaches the destination.

But sometimes whenrouting a packet, node S may discoverthat it is closer to the destination than any
other positionp,-. In this case we say the packet is "stuck" at S. This causes the "route discoveryprotocol"
to be started. The route discovery protocol finds a path from 5 to D (say Path{S, D) = koki ...ki) and
updatesthe routing table of the node ki on the path by placingthe entry {pos{D), ki+i) in its routing table.
So now each node on the path knows how to get to D. It is in this way that new routing entries get added to



the routing tables. After the route discovery protocol is completed, the stuck packet can be routed from S to
D.

We next present our routing algorithm in more detail. We introduce the notion of Voronoi views. This is
a geometric way of viewingthe routingoperation. Each entry (p,-, Si) in the routing table is associated with
a region in E? so that if thedestination of a packet falls in theregion, thepacket gets routing according to
the entry (p,-, Si).

4.1.1 Voronoi Cells

Let Cg = {5i, 52,.., Sk} be the set of nodes whose geographic locations are known to node 5 at time t
(we assumeS € Cg). We refer to these nodes as centers at node S. We use the positions of the centers to
partition Si? intocells so that all packets for positions which fall within a cell are routed similarly. A cell
aroundthe center5,- consistsof all pointsthat arecloserto Si thenanyotherSj. Wecall this the Voronoi cell
with center Si. We then define the Voronoi view of node S as consisting of the Voronoi cells with centers
C\. Formally,

Definition 1 (Voronoi cell) Let {5i, 52,.., Sk} beanysetofpoints in Sl"^. A Voronoi cellwith center 5,- is
defined as

V5(5,) = {z e Si^ :\z - pos{Si)\ = min \z - pos(5j)|, Sj GCs)
l<j<k

Definition 2 (Voronoi view) The Voronoi view at node S at time t is

vk = {Vi(5.) : Si € C|}

Example 1 (Voronoi view) The example below explains the concept ofthe Voronoiview. Infigure 1, node S
has nodes A, B, C, D in its routing table as centers but not E. Thus, the Voronoi viewofS is the tessellation of
the network region basedon these nodes. Node E does not affect the VoronoiviewofS. But ifE is destination
for some packet at S, then S forwards the packet to the neighbor node D, which happens to be the closest
center to E in S's Voronoi view.

Figure 1: Example of a Voronoi view

Thus, in makinga routingdecisionfor a packetgoing to destination£>, node 5 looksat its routingentries
{(Pt> •S't)} and finds theposition pj which is closest to D. It then routes thepacket to theneighbor of node
5 forming a Voronoi view based on thecenters whose positions are{pi,... ,pjt}. It then finds thecellin its
Voronoi view in which thedestination D lies (say pj), and it then routes thepacket toneighbor Sj, as if the
packetweremeant for the node at position pj.



4.1.2 Routing Table Structure

Therouting tableat a node5 is structured as shown in figure 2. The first column is the names of nodes that
S knows about. Wereferto the set of nodesin the first column as the centers at nodeS. The second column
isthe positions ofthe nodes in the first column. We denote this by pos{S). The third column isa column of
neighboring node names. Thus if5' isanode inthe first column (see 4-th row offigure 2) and iW the node
inthe neighbor column for S\ then packets directed to^5(5') should beforwarded to N'. Sometimes, we
will use the notation Nexts{S') for N', where Nexts{S') isthe neighbor ofS to which packets for a node
in V5(50 should be forwarded by S. The time-stamp isthe time at which the destination node replied to the
route discovery message. If thenetwork is mobile, thetime-stamp could beused todecide when to obsolete
the routing table entry as well.

Some specialfeatures of the routing tablesare as follows: Since each node is assumedto know its own
position, each node has an entry for itself in its own routing table. The first row offigure 2reflects this. The
corresponding neighbor is trivially setto itself. Also, thefirst column of therouting table should contain all
the neighbors ofS. The corresponding entry inthe neighbor column would bethe neighbor itself.

node node position neighbor node time stamp
S pos{S) S Ts
N pos{N) N Tn

• . . ,

pos(S') N' Ts'
• • • .

Figure 2: Routing table structure

Each routing table entry at 5 is a 4-tuple (Si,pos{Si), Nexts{Si),Tsi). When some of the fields of
a routing entry are not of interest, we indicate them with a for example (-,pos(5i), Nexts(Si)^ -).
Sometimes, when there isnoconfusion, we also write this as (pos(5,), Nexts{Si)),

4.1.3 Packet Format

The packet header has the information shown infigure 3 toaid routing. The source and destination unique
names are specified in thepacket. Thedestination position is also specified in thepacket. Thedestination
name and position are used forpacket forwarding and route discovery. The source time-stamp, source name
and source position areincluded infigure 3because these may berequired inanimplememtation oftheGRA.

destination-name destination-position source-time-stamp source-name source-position DATA

Figure 3: Packet format

4.2 Packet Forwarding

Figure 4 describes the packet forwarding algorithm at each node. Suppose a node S receives a packet for
destination D. Let denote the set of names of all the nodes that S knows about, i.e., is the set of
names inthefirst column of figure 2. We usedist{S, D) todenote thedistance between thenodes S and D,
i.e., dist{S, D) = ||pos(5) - pos(D)||, and :<id to denote thecomplete orderon node names.

The packetforwarding decision is quite simple: At any time, a node knowsaboutonly a small subset
of the nodes in the network. Initially, this set consists of only the node itselfand its immediate neighbors.



Node S receives packet fordestination D at time t\ Letpos{D) 6 Vg{Si) forsome Si 6 Cg

if (5 == D)
// packet reached its destination

else if {Si ^ S)
nextjiode = Nexts(Si);

else

//packet is stuck
Initiate route-discoveryC^,!?);
next-node= Nexts{D)\

Figure 4: Packet forwarding algorithm

Later, the nodes that are discovered through the route discovery process are added to its routing table. When
a node S receives a packetfor destination position D, it finds the entry (5t, pos(S^^ Nexts{Si)) such that
Si is closerto D then any otherSj. It thenroutes thepacket to Nexts(Si).

It may turnout thatnodeS is itselfclosestto D thenany otherSj G In thatcase, wesay thatpacket
is stuckand it cannot be forwardedto any of the neighborsaccordingto its current routing table. If the packet
is stuck, then node S initiates a route discovery to the destination node D. The route discovery procedure
routejdiscovery(S,D) finds an acyclic path Path{S, D) = (fco, ki,... ,ki) from S to D, and it updates the
routing table of node ki with an entry (D, po,

It ishowever possible thata packet destination D isequally closeto twonodes5,- andSj (i.e., ||pos(jD) -
pos(5i) II = ||pos(D) - pos{Sj)II), andthenode lieson thecellboundary. In thatcase, weassume there is a
total orderamong names, andusethattoresolve thetie (i.e., if Si -<id Sj, thepacket is routed to Nexts(Si),
otherwise it is routedto Nexts{Sj)).

Example 2 illustrates the GRA routing. Example 3 shows that the use of an order on node-names is im
portant for acyclic routing.

(1.5,1.5)

(2.5.0)

Figure 5: An example network

Example 2 We illustrateouralgorithm on an examplenetwork. Consider the networkofFigure 5. It consists
ofnodes {A, C, D, E} which are located at positions (1.5,1.5), (2,2), (3,1), (2.5,0) and (4,0) respec
tively. The linksbetween the nodesare symmetric and given by{(A, B), (B, C), (C, D), (C, £")}.

Initially, each node only "knows" about itselfand its neighbors. The initial routing tables at the nodes
are shown in Figure 6.



Node Routing Table
Routing table of A {(A,(1.5,1.5),-),(B, (2,2),B)}
Routing table of B: {(B, (2,2), -), (A, (1.5,1.5), A), (C, (3,1),C)}
Routing table of C: {(C,(3,1),-),(B,(2,2),B),(B,(2.5,0),B),(B,(4,0),B)}
Routing table of D: {(A (2.5,0),-),(C,(3,l),C)}
Routing table of E: {(£,(4,0),-),(C,(3,l),C)l

Figure 6: Initial Routing Tables

Suppose node Agetsa packetfor destination C located at pos(C) = (3,1). Node A then looks into its
routing table andfinds thatpos{B) is closer topos{C) then po5(y4). So itforwards thepacket to node B.
Similarly, node B looks at its routing table andfinds that pos{C) iscloser to pos{C) than either pos{A) or
pos{B). So itforwards thepacket to nodeC which is thedestination.

Next, suppose A gets a packetfor destination D located at pos(D) —(2.5,0). Node A looks into its
routing tableandfinds thatpos{A) is closertopos{D) then pos[B). So thepacket becomes stuck at node
A. This triggers a route discovery. The route discoveryprocessfinds thepath (^4, C,D)tothe destination
D. In the process it also updates the routing tables ofnodes A, B andC. The new updated routing tables
are shown inFigure 7, Aforwards thepacketfor D to B whichforwards it toC andCforwards it toD.

Node Routing Table
Routing table of A: {(A,(1.5,1.5), -), (B, (2,2),B), (D, (2.5,0),B)}
Routing table ofB: {(B,(2,2),-),(A,(1.5,1.5),A),(C,(3,1),C),(A(2.5,0),C)}
Routing table of C: {(C, (3,1), -), (B,(2,2), B),{D, (2.5,0), B), (B,(4,0), B)}
Routing table of D: {(B, (2.5,0),-),(C,(3,l),C)}
Routing table of E: {(B,(4,0),-),(C,(3,1),C)}

Figure?: Updated Routing Tables

Next suppose Agets a packetfor destination E located at pos(E) = (4,0). Alooking into its routing
tablefinds thatpos{D) iscloser topos(E)then eitherpos{A) orpos(B). So itforwards thepacket tonode B
basedon the entry (D, (2.5,0), B,-) in its routing table. Similarly Bfinds that pos{E) iscloser to pos{D)
then eitherpos(B), pos(A) orpos(C). So itforwards thepacket to C based on the entry (D, (2.5,0), C,-)
inits routing table. Node Cfinds thatpos(E)iscloser topos(E) than pos(D) orpos(C), soitforwards the
packet to E based on the entry (£", (4,0), jE", —).

Thus, Awas abletoroute apacket toE even though itdidnothave E initsrouting table. Oursimulations
indicate that in large networks this isfrequently the case.

Example 3 Consider thenetwork shown infigure 8. The routing tables at each node are as shown in the
figure. Forconvenience we have left out the node positionsfrom thefigure. ThusT2 : {b,l){a^a) is the
routing table at node d. (6,1) means that if thesurrogate destination is bthen thepacket will beforwarded
to I. Nevertheless, theunderstanding is thata node knows theposition ofeach node in its routing table.

Both nodes 1 and 2 havea and b in their routing tables. Node 1 sends packets to a through 2. Node 2
sendspackets to node b through I. Now suppose1 originatesa packetfor d. Since it knows both a and b
which areequidistantfrom d, suppose it randomly selects a andforwards thepacket to2.Likewise 2 isfaced
with thesamechoice. If 2 randomly chooses b then thepacketcycles. To prevent suchcycles we disallow
random choices between equidistant nodes. Instead we require thatbe resolved bythe lexicographic order
on node names. Thus ifa •<id b both 1 and 2 would choose a.



4.3 Route Discovery

T2: (b,l) (a,a)

©

Ta: (2,2)(d,d)

^d)Td:(a,a)(b,b)

Tb:(l,l)(d,d)

Tl: (a,2) (b.b)

Figure 8: Forwarding without the Name Order

Suppose node S gets a packet for destination D. The packet gets stuck at node S if the destination lies closer
to S than any other cell center at S. This triggers the route discovery mechanism, which finds an acyclic path
Path{S, D) from S to D.

The only requirement for the route discovery mechanism is that it return an acyclic path to the destina
tion, and that it update the routing tables on that path in an appropriate manner. Suppose the acyclic path
found is Path(S^ D) = (Ajq, ..., ki). We then require that an entry (£),pos(Z}), A;,+i) be added to the
routing table of node hi. This is the only requirement to ensure the correctness of the routing algorithm. The
mechanism by which this path is found has no consequence on the correctness of the routing algorithm. We
next state this required property more formally.

Property 1 (Route Discovery Protocol) Ifa packet is stuck at node S, then S starts a route discovery pro
tocol. The route discovery protocolfinds an acyclicpath Path{S, D) = (koki ...ki) and adds an entry
(D.,pos(D)^kij^i)toTahle{ki)for{i < i < I. We also require that the route discovery protocol update
Table[ki^i) before Table{ki).

Several different algorithms can be used to find a path to the destination. Examples of such algorithms
are breadth-first search (e.g. flooding) or a depth-first search, the A* algorithm or even the Bellman-Ford
algorithm. We next briefly describe the distributed implementation of the breadth-first-search and depth-
first-search algorithms that satisfy Property 1.

4.3.1 Path-Finding Phase

We next describe the distributed implementation of the breadth first and depth first algorithms that find an
acyclic path to the destination D.

Breadth first search

In the breadth-first-search algorithm, node S starts the route discovery protocol broadcasting a route dis
covery packet (RD packet). Each node that receives the RD packet also broadcasts the packet if it has not
forwarded the packet before. This ensures that the paths being found by the route-discovery are cycle-free.
Each node that broadcasts the packet, puts its name and address in the packet so that the path being traversed
by a route discovery packet is retained. If a packet comes back to a node, it is discarded. Eventually, the route
discovery process completes. Each packet that reaches D contains an acyclic path from S to D. Multiple
such packets may reach jD, and hence, D would know of multiple acyclic paths from S to D.



Depth first search

The depth-first-search algorithm on the other hand yields only a single acyclic path from node S to destina
tion node D. Each node puts its name and address on the RD packet. It then forwards it to aneighbor who
has not seen it before. The neighbor to which a node forwards the packet is one which minimizes a chosen
distance metric. One possible choice for the distance metric isthe Euclidean distance (as an estimate ofthe
path length). In thatcase, node X forwards thepacket toneighbor node Y fordestination node D if

Y = arg min d{X, y) -f- d(y, D)

where Nx is the set ofneighbors ofnode X to which itcan forward the packet, and d(X, Z)isthe Euclidean
distance between node X and node Z.

In casea node has no neighbors left to forward the packetto, it removes its nameand address from the
packet and retums thepacket to thenode from which it originally received it. Each nodealsoforsome time
keeps track ofRD packets ithas seen before. IfaRD packet isforwarded toanode which ithas seen before,
it refuses it.

source 5 destination D position of D, pD visitednodesv{S,D) currentpath P{S, D) time T,-

Figure 9: Route discoverypacket structure

Note that the initial Voronoi view ofanode includes the node itselfand its neighbors only. It isthe route
discovery mechanism that puts more cell centers in the routing table and makes the Voronoi view more de
tailed. With sufficient detail, the route discovery process may not be initiated any more at a node. We call
such a Voronoi view, a complete Voronoi view.

4.3.2 Updating Routing Tables

When the RD packet reaches destination D, it contains an acyclic path Path(S^ D) = (A:o, iti,..., ib/)
from S to D. Node D then initiates a route update process by sending an ACK packet back along the path
Path(D, S) = {ki, ,ko). On the way back, an entry (D,pos(D), is added to Table{ki).
Notice that the routing tables are updated inthe order required by Property 1.

4.4 Proof of Correctness

Inthis section, we will prove thecorrectness ofour algorithm. More specifically; we will show that the rout
ing tables do not contain any cycles (i.e., it is not possible for a packet to get into a loop by following the
routing algorithm).

Definition 3 (A cycle in routing tables) We say the routing tables {Tabl€(si)} contain a cycle provided
there isa destination position D andinitial node So such that startingfrom So, the packetfollows the path
(5o,5i,..., Sk) without gettingstuckand Sk = So-

Definition 4 (Centers property) Supposefor every entry (5,pos{S), B) inTable(A), there isalso anentry
(iS',pos(5'), —) inTable{B). We then saythatTable^A) satisfies the centersproperty.

When the routing tables at all nodes satisfy the centersproperty, we say the networksatisfies the centers
property. Intuitively, thecenters property is saying that each entry (5, pos(S), B) inTable{A) corresponds
toa path. Thepathgoesthrough nodes A, ... on its way tonodeS. We nextshow that therouting tables
in GRAalways satisfythe centersproperty.
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Lemma 1 (Centers property) Consider a wireless network G = (N^L) in which the route discoverypro
cess satisfiesProperty 1. Thenthe centersproperty is satisfiedby the routing tables.

Proof Initially eachnodehas itselfand its neighbors in its routing table. So for eachneighbor n of nodeA,
there isan entry (7i,pos(n), n) inTable(A). Because there is also anentry (n,pos(7i), —) inra6/e(n), the
centers property is satisfied.

Now assume thatthecenters property holds at time Uandanentry (D, pos{D),B) isadded toTable{A).
Newrouting entriescanonlybeaddedby theroutediscovery process. Soassumethattheroutediscovery was
initiated bynode S fordestination D, and a path Path{S, D) = (poj Pi>••• iPk) was found where pi = A
andpi+i = B. Then because of Property 1, there is an entry (D,pos(D), —) in Table{B). Therefore the
centerspropertyis satisfied even after a new entry is added to Table{A). •

Theorem 1 (Cycle-free property) Consider a static wireless network G = (A^, L) in which the route dis
coveryprocess satisfies Property 1. Then there are no cycles in the routing tables.

ProofBecause theroute discovery process satisfies Property 1, thecenters property holds in therouting ta
bles. Now suppose a packet for nodeD at position d is placed at nodeSq. And suppose the packet follows
the path (5o, 5i, 52,...) where atnode Su it isrouted according tothe entry (Di,pos{Di), From the
centers property, (D^, -) is in Table(Si+i).

Now either Di+i = Dj, or Di+i ^ Z),-. If ^ Di, then either ||po5(Z),+i) - d|| < ||po5(A-) - d\\,
or||pos(A+i) - d\\ = ||pos(A) - d\\ and A+i -<id Di. Now suppose there isacycle {5,-, 5j+i,.. .5,+jk)
where 5,- = 5,+jt. It cannot be that Di = Z),+i = ... = Di+k because that would imply that the route
discovery process found acyclic path violatingProperty 1.Therefore, either ||pos(A+A:)-« |̂| < lbos(A)-
d||,or ||pos(A+ik)-< |̂| = ||po5(A)-« |̂| and A+Jt A- Butthen5,+fc ^ 5t, acontradiction. Therefore
a packet cannot get into a cycle by following the routing tables. •

From theabove result it follows thata packet never getsintoa loop. Therefore, eitherthepacket reaches
itsdestination or it gets stuck at a node. If the packet gets stuck, then through the routediscovery process,
a route is found to the destination, and the packet then getsrouted to its destination. Hence, thealgorithm
ensures that the packet reaches the destination.

4.5 Performance of the Algorithm

4.5.1 Convergence of Routing Tables

One of theadvantages of ourgeographical routing algorithm is thata node does notneed to have a routing
entry for every other node in the network. In fact, as we will show, after some time, no new route discoveries
are initiated, androuting is done with each node having only a small number of entries in its routing table.
When therouting tables contain enough detail so thatpackets cannotbecome stuck, wesaythattherouting
tables have convergedor the Voronoi views have become complete.

Example 4 Consider thenetwork ofExample 2 The reader should check that the updated routing table in
Figure7 iscomplete. Note thatnodes do notcontain routing entriesfor every othernode. For example, node
E doesn'tknow about nodesD,A, or B but can still routepackets to them.

It is best to see this ideageometrically. Corresponding to therouting tableat a nodeis its Voronoi view.
Consider theVoronoi view of a node 5. Suppose that Voronoi cell V5(5) contains only node 5. Then it is
not possiblefor a packet to get stuck at 5 because a packetfor any other node D falls in a cell other than
V5(5). When this is the case for the Voronoi view atevery node, packets can not get stuck inthe network.
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Definition 5(Complete Voronoi View) We say the Voronoi view ofnode S is complete ifVs(S) contains
only node S.

Now suppose V5 (iS) containsanodeother than S,say node D. Then when apacketarrives for destination
D at node S, itwill get stuck. This starts a route discovery and node Dis added as acenter at node S. The
new Voronoi cell with center S is smaller and does not contain D. Itis by this process that the Voronoi cell
with center5becomes smaller and smaller until it eventually contains only node S. At that point the Voronoi
view for node S becomes complete.

(a) Voronoi view with centers Sand T (b) Voronoi view with centers S, Dand T

Figure 10: Change in Voronoi view on addition ofan entiy in routing table

V^CS)

Example 5 Figure 10(a) shows the Voronoi view at node Swith centers {5, T}, and Figure 10 (b) shows
the Voronoi view at S after D is added as a cell center.

The next lemma states that eventually the Voronoi views at all nodes will become complete.

Lemma 2(Completion property) Consider awireless network G= (N^L) withV^ = {V^ : S e Jf}
being the setofVoronoi views at allnodes ofQ. Let there beapositiveprobabilityofapacket beinggenerated
atany source node Sforanydestination node Din a time interval t. Then, given any 0 < €< 1, there exists
aTsuch thatfor Vt > T, Vj is completefor all S e N with probability 1- e.

Proof For any 0 < <5 < 1, there is aT such that node S will generate packets for every other node with
probability 1- by time T. Ifapacket for adestination Dgets stuck, itisadded as acell center atnode 5. It
follows that by time T, nodeSwill have acomplete Voronoi view. Because traffic is generated independently
at different nodes, with probability (1 —<5)", all the Voronoi views at all the nodes will be complete by time
T. Now choose <5 s.t. (1 - (J)" = 1- e. Then for any 0< €< 1, there exists aTsuch that for t>T,Vi is
complete for all 5 e AT with probability 1 - €. ,

4.5.2 Sizeof Routing Tables

Claim 1(Routing table size)_77ze average routing table size in a n-node network Qwhen all the nodes have
complete Voronoi views is 0{L log(7i)) where Lis the mean route discoverypath length.

Let us provide an intuitive justification for this result. Say at node 5, the Voronoi cell with center 5,
contains other nodes, for example, anode D. When apacket arrives for node D, the packet gets stuck, and
route discovery process isinitiated which causes D tobeadded as acenter atS. This causes the old Voronoi
cell Vs(S) to be split (as shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b)). The new Voronoi cell with center S, V^(5), is
of smaller size than V5(5). We are interested in how much smaller is 1^5(5) compared to Vs{S).
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Suppose S and D are randomly placed in V5(5). Then on the average, half of the points in ^5(5)
will be closer to S than to D. These points will form V5(5). Therefore, on theaverage Area{yg(S)) «
aAr€a(Vs(S)) where or = 5.

Soevery timea packet fordestination D getsstuckat node5, thenodeD which wasin V5 (5) getsadded
to 5 as a cell center, and the area of Vs(5) gets reducedby a factor of a. But this can only be done a certain
numberof timesbeforeS is the onlynode left in Vs{S), and the Voronoi viewof S becomes complete. We
are interestedin finding the number of times a new cell center can be added at 5 before the Voronoi view at
S becomes complete.

Suppose the nodes are distributed in a region with a unit area. If we form the Voronoipartition based on
the nodesin the region, the average area of eachcell is So if the number of times VsC*?) gets split is k,
then on the average we expect k to satisfy ^ before V5(5) contains only node S and the Voronoi view
at S becomes complete. This implies that

logn
k^-—f.

'09^

So on the average, packetsget stuck timesat a node5 beforethe Votonoi viewat 5 becomescomplete.

Now each time a packet for destinationD gets stuck at node 5, a route discoveryprocess is started. The
route discoveryreturns a path Path{S, D). Let us say the average length of this path is L (note that L is in
fact a function of n, and hence should be more appropriately written as L„). From Property 1, D gets added
as a center at every node along the path. So each time a packet gets stuck, L new routing entries get added.
At each node, packets get stuck times, and each of these times, L new routing entries are added to the

routing tables. Therefore the average route table size is 0(Llogn).
We have provided an intuitive justification for this result. A more formal argument will be provided in

the full paper.

5 Related Issues

5.1 Positional Inaccuracy

Consider a nodei which thinks it is located at position pi but which is actually located at p\. Thiscould for
example happen if node i gets its position from GPS and there is an error in the position measurement that
it receives from the GPS. Node i then advertises its position as p,- and all packets to node i are addressed to
position Pi even though it is actually located at pj. We refer to p,- as the network position of thenodesince
this is what the routing algorithm uses, and to pj as the actual position of node i. Each packet for node i
addressed to position p,- either gets to node i or gets smck. If it gets stuck, then route discovery finds a path
to node i. Although the algorithm works correctly, it can lead to somewhat non-sensical routing tables as the
following example shows.

o o o o o
D B A C E

Figure II: Network Position

Example 6 Consider the network consisting ofnodes A, B, C, D and E. Figure 11 shows their network
position, and Figure 12 shows their actualposition. The network positions ofA, B and C match their actual
position. But nodes D and E are actually located at positions D' and E'. The links between the nodes are
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e' b' a' c' d'

Figure 12: Actual Position

obtainedfrom Figure 12 and are {[E, B), (B, A), (A, C), {C,D) }. Now suppose Areceives apacketfor
D. So Aforwards the packet to B. But D isactually located at D' and B does not have a link to D. So the
packet gets stuck at Band aroute discovery is initiated. The route discoveryfinds the path (B, A, C, D) to
the actualposition D'. Acomplete routing tablefor Ais {(B, B), (B, B), (A, A), (C, C), (B, C) }.

Suppose the error between actual position and network position is 5(i.e., \\pi - pj|| < <5). Then ifnode
i is at network position pi and node j is at network position pj, then the actual distance between i and j is
\\Pi-Pj\\ < \\Pi-pj\\+25. Whenanodej receives apacket for position it can use the bound on ||p--p'||
to decide on its course of action. Ifthe packet gets stuck at j, then j may initiate aroute discovery, or it may
increase its transmitter powerto reach nodei.

5.2 Full vs. Partial RouteDiscovery

When apacket gets stuck at anode X, it initiates aroute discovery. Now, the route can be discovered right
upto destination node B, or it can bediscovered upto a node Y which has node B asa cell center. The first
method is called thefull route discovery and the second method is called the partial route discovery. The
full route discovery finds ahighly reliable and recently updated route to node B. The partial route discovery
finds apath to node Ywhich has B as acell center. The path from Vto B may have been discovered some
timeago and hencemaynot be as reliable.

5.3 Multiple Route Discoveries

It is possible that at any given time, there are multiple route discoveries going on for the same destination
node B, initiated by different nodes. This can result in cycles as the following example shows.

Figure 13: Aynchronous Route Discovery

Example 7 Considerthe networkofFigure 13. Suppose thata route discoveryfordestinationnode D, RDi,
isstartedby node Si at time ti. Also, suppose that a route discoveryfor destination node D, RD2 isstarted
by node 82 at time ^2- Suppose RDi reaches node Xi, whichforwards itto node X2. which thenfowards it
to node D. Similarly, RD2 reaches nodeX2, which directs it to node Xi, which then directs it to node D.
Now, suppose that the ACKi for RDi reaches node X2, and the routing tables are updated including D as
a cell center, and correspondingforwarding neighbor Y2. Similarly, ACK2 reaches node Xi, and routing
tables are updated atXi including D as the cell center, with corresponding neighbor Yi. Now, suppose that
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Figure 14: Routing Tables with Cycles in case of inconsistent information

whileACKi is travellingfrom X2 to Xi, ACK2 is travellingfrom Xito X2. Thetwo ACKs thenoverwrite
theentitiesfor D. AtnodeXi, wethen haveNxi(D) = X2, andat nodeX2, wehaveNxiil^) = Thus,
there is a cycle.

Thisproblem canbeovercome however, if thedestination nodetime-stamps each routediscovery request
thatit gets. Then, each node thatisparticipating in multiple route discoveries foranother node, then updates
its routing tables usingthe RDACK (update) packet withthemostrecent time-stamp. Thisdoes not result
in cycles. The proof of this follows exactly the same lines as for Theorem 1.

6 Dynamicity and Mobility in Ad Hoc Networks

In the previous sections, we have assumed that our network is static, and that links and nodes do not fail. We
firstshowwithan examplethat whentheseassumptions do not hold, the routing tablescan becomeinconsis
tent and cyclescan arise. Wethen presenta simpleextension to our algorithm that tries to keepthe routing
tables consistent in presence of node and link failures.

6.1 Importance of Consistency of Positional Information

Sofar wehaveassumed thatthenodes inthenetwork donotmove. Aconsequence ofthishasbeenthatevery
node that knows about a specific node has the same consistentview of it. That is, if node A and B know about
node 5, then they both believe that S is located at thesame network position ps- Asthefollowing example
shows, this is an importantproperty.

Example8 Consider the example in Figure 14. Nodes A and B are reachable directlyfrom each other.
Node C can bereached by Aor B, butonly via node H. At time 0, B is located atposition (4,0)andA's
routing table has an entry (5, (4,0)). Node B then moves so thatat time 1 it is at position (6,0). Node A
doesnotknow that B has moved so it stillhas theoldpositionfor B in its routing table.

Nowa packet arrives at node Afor node C. Node Aforwards thispacket to node B because it thinksB
is closer to C. B ofcourseis locatedat position(6,0) so itforwards thepacket backto A because it thinks
A is closer to C. Hence the packet gets into a cycle.

6.2 Tear Down Protocol

We present a simple extension toourprotocol which tries to maintain thecenters property andkeep therout
ing tables atnodes consistent. As part ofourprotocol, nodes need toexchange "hello" messages todiscover
their neighboring topology. We require that each node also transmit its routing table as part of the "hello"
message.

Each node then uses itsneighbors' routing tables to check thevalidity of its own routing table. A node
S updates its routing tablein oneof thefollowing ways:
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1. If5 receives a"hello" message from node n,-, it puts an entry (nf,pos(n,), n,) in its routing table if it
was not already there.

2. If 5 does not hear from a neighbor n, for some amount of time, it removes all entries of the form
(df, p,-, Ui) from its routing table.

3. Ifra6/e(5) contains theentry (d,,p,-, n,) and 5receives Ta6/e(n,) which contains the entry -),
then S updates itsentry to (d,-, pj, n,-, -).

4. IfTa6/e(iS') contains the entry (d,-,p,-, ti,) and S receives Table{ni) which does not contain an entry
-> -)»then S removes the entry (d,-, p,-, n,) from itstable.

5. After any change toits routing table, S broadcasts the new Table(S).

We refer to the above protocol as the tear down protocol. The reason for this is as follows: suppose
there is an entry (s,-, p,-, n,) in the routing table of5, but node n,- has gone down. Then S deletes the entry
(«t> Pi, -) from its routing table and broadcasts its new routing table to its neighbors. The neighbors in turn
do the same. The protocol removes all entries (s,-, p,-, -) in all nodes following which would have taken the
packet through the failed node n,-. Alternatively, since the routing entries correspond to paths, all paths which
were passing through node n,- get tom down.

6.3 Correctness of the Tear Dovi^n Protocol

When nodes orlinks are going down, itmay very well be the case that the "centers" property is violated.
Nodes may also have inconsistent views ofthe network if they are mobile. But once the topology ofthe
network becomes fixed again, the tear down protocol ensures that the "centers" property holds and there are
no cycles in the routing tables.

Lemma 3 Suppose Gis anetwork in which route discoveries are done usingfull route discovery, and whose
topology was changing but has now becomefixed. Then after the above protocol runs to completion:

1. "Centers " property will hold.

2. There will be no inconsistent views in the network.

3. There will be no cycles in the routing tables.

Proof: Itcan not be the case that there are asequence ofnodes ni,... , where Uk = ui and (s, p, n,-+i) e
Table{ni) for z = 1,... , A; - 1because this would violate Property 1. So when the tear down protocol
rans, all entries (5, p, n,) which do not correspond to a path leading to node s get deleted. Similarly, the
correct position of each nodegets propagated through the network so that thereare no inconsistent views in
the network. Because the "centers" property holds after the tear down protocol runs to completion and there
are no inconsistentviews and no cycles in the routing tables. •

Hence, tear down protocol tries tomaintain the "centers" property and keep the positional information
at nodes consistent.

6.4 Overhead due to mobility

Inthis section, wetrytoquantify theamount ofoverhead duetomobility. When anode Ahas a link tonode B
and node B moves, thelink between Aand B may bebroken. When this happens, the protocol ofSection 6.2
communicates this toall nodes which were using this link. This causes all routing entries which were using
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the link from i4 to 5 to get deleted. Therefore, the amount of overhead is proportional to the number of links
that are being broken per unit time. The number of links going down per unit time is directly related to the
speed of the nodes. Wenext try to obtaina formula whichquantifies the amount of overhead in terms of the
various parameters of the wireless network.

We assume the network has n nodes in a unit area and each node has a transmission radius r.

6.4.1 Overhead from a single link going down

Ontheaverage, each node has nnr^ neighbors and cUog(n) entries in its routing table. Soontheaverage
a = entries in the routing table of A are usinga linkfrom node A to a neighbor B. So whenthe link

between A and B goes down, a entries in A and a entries in B become obsolete. This cause
messages to be broadcast to delete all entries in all nodes which were using the link between A to B.

Since paths get deleted by each link going down. In steady state, the same number of route
discoveriesmust also be madefor each linkgoingdown. Eachroute discoverygenerates(forexample,using
breadth first search) n packets. So a total of packets get generatedfrom route discoveriesfor each
link going down.

So each link going down causes

cL^log(n) ^ 2cLlog{n)
TiTrr^ Trr^

overhead packets to be generated. That is packets get generated for each link going down.

6.4.2 Number of links going down due to mobility

Figure 15: Computing overhead due to mobility

Let us now compute the number of links that go down per unit time. We assume that each node is moving
in a random direction at speed v. We will look at a shell of width uA at radius r from a node N. We will be
interested in how many of the nodes in the shell move out of node N's range in time A. This is the number
of links that will be broken between node N and its neighbor in time A.

Figure 15 shows the shell. There are 27rrvAn nodes in the shell. We are interested in computing the
probability that a node in the shell moves out of the circle. This probability is given by

2n

1 f

^ vAJo

=- f cos ^(y)dy =-
Jo TT

So for a node N, 2'jrprvn links get brokenper unit time. Or O (rvn) links get broken per unit time from
a single node. Since there are n nodes, a total of0{rvn'^) links get broken per unittimein thenetwork.
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6.4.3 Total Overhead

Since O packets getgenerated foreach linkgoing down, and O{rvri^) links getbroken perunit time
in thenetwork. A total of overhead packets getgenerated in thenetwork perunit time.

7 Simulation Results

In this Section, we describe the simulation framework and results on theperformance of theGRA routing
algorithm. Theperformance of a routing algorithm can be measured in terms of the memory requirement
at thenodes, andthe bandwidth used due to thecommunication overhead. We quantify the performance of
thealgorithm be simulating theGRA running overrandom graphs of varying size. In each case, wesample
enough random graphs to put our results in a 95% confidence interval.

Ourperformance measures are the mean routing table size, and the average number of GRA protocol
packets generated pernodebefore the routing tables complete. We assume thateach protocol packet gener
ated is delivered. Thus the number does not account for retransmissionsdue to channel variations, medium
access control, etc. Notethatbothmeasures areindependent of underlying linklayeror physical layerchar
acteristics. The first measure is related to the memoiy requirement of the nodes and the second the network
bandwidth consumed bytheprotocol overhead. We have focussed on them toemphasize thattheGRA isnot
tiedto a particular linklayer protocol or channel type. Its benefits could potentially be realized overmany
kinds of underlying networks.

7.1 Simulator Description

We generate therandom network in twosteps. First, thesimulator hasa graphical userinterface thataccepts
thenumber ofnodes n andtheshape ofa twodimensional region as input. It then locates n points randomly,
witha uniform distribution, in the region. Thus the first step provides a set of nodelocations. The second
stepdetermines theneighbors of each node. We assume thatallnodes have thesame transmission range and
that if the distance between two nodes is less than the transmission range then the twonodes are neigbors,
i.e., connected byanedgeinthenetwork graph. We find theminimum transmission range suchthatthenodes
form a connected graph. Thisminimum is found by successive approximation. Thisprocess of generating
thenetwork graph results in an increase in theaverage number of neighbors of a nodeas thenodedensity is
increased. This is shown in figure 16.

95% eonfidonoe inttival

Nufrbor of Nod03

Figure 16: Average number of Neighbors

At each node, there is a routing table to routepacketsgeneratedor relayed,and a buffer to queuepackets.
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The queue leaks at some constant rate C packets per time unit. The buffer size B at the nodes is Iai;ge enough
so that packets are not dropped.

Packetsare generateduniformly randomly U[A(n)/2,3A(n)/2], where

A(ra) = knC

is the mean rate at which packets are generated, k is a constant (0.01 in our simulation to prevent buffer
overflow). The source-destination pair are chosen randomly. On being generated, a packet gets queued at the
node. In each time instant, C (which is 20 in our simulation)packets are forwarded according to the routing
table. If a packet is "stuck", it initiatesa depth-first-search route discovery, which updates the routingtables
upto the destination so that the stuck packet can be routed. The route discovery process is assumed to be
instantaneous. We do this to simplify the implementation but neverthelessaccount for the exact number of
path findingand update packets. We assume that all the packets are of same size, and there exists a schedule
suchthateachnodecanexactlytransmit C packets per unit time. Note,however, the performance measures
we presentare independentof theseassumptions, as long as each node is equally likely to originiateits next
packet for any other node in the network. Nodes may represent agent teams that are located close to each
other. For such applications, we think the performance of GRA would be betterthan under theassumption
we make here.

7.2 Results

95% conManoe Msival
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(a) Mean routing table size for GRA
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Figure 17: Mean routing table size

Figure 17 shows that the mean routing table size is small. In fact, for a 1024 node network, the mean
routing table length is only 12.1. The plots showthe 95% confidenceintervalfor the mean with 50 simulation
experiments. Asexpected, it growswiththesizeof thenetwork. Someof thisgrowthis simply thegrowth in
the number of neighbors. Figure 17plots the two together. Wesee that most of the growthis accounted for
by the increase in neighbors. The increase in thenumber of non-neighbor remote nodes in therouting table
is quite small. This is also as expected because as the number of neighbors of a node increase, it becomes
less likely thatpackets will get stuck at the node. The logarithmic growth in routing table size is in sharp
contrast to the lineargrowth of most ad-hoc network routing algorithms. Figure 17 (b)compares the mean
routing table length of the GRA routing algorithm with the destination sequenced distance vector (DSDV)
routing algorithm. Otheralgorithms based ondistance vector, link-state andsource routing alsohave similar
routing table lengths.
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Figure 18: Communication overhead and convergence time are also performance measures
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Figure 18 (a) shows that the small routing table sizes are, infact, achieved at very little conununication
overhead. The overhead inconununication isbecause ofthe bandwidth used due tothe route discovery pack
ets and the updates. However, the update packets are very small insize as compared tothe route discovery
packets and can alsobe piggy-backed on other packets, and hence are ignored in ourresults. We count the
number of packets a route discovery transmitted as the communication overhead due to a single route dis
covery. Figure 18 (a) shows that geographical routing algorithm in anon-mobile network, achieves complete
routing tables with communication overhead of less than two route discovery packets per node. The aver
age number ofprotocol packets pernode is approximately constant. Therefore thegrowth in thenumber of
protocol packets is linear in the size of the network.

Moreover, asFigure 18 (b) shows, with the traffic load asspecified above and traffic spread uniformly,
the routing tables converge in less than 1000 seconds. This means that it takes less than IOC packets per
node on average for the routing tables of a node to converge. In our simulation C was 20. So, for a 1024
node network, each node generated only 80 packets on average, before it's routing table became complete.

8 Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed anovel algorithm for routing in wireless ad-hoc networks using geographical
information of the nodes. The algorithm is asynchronous, real-time, distributed and scalable. It does not
require an architecture or hierarchy to be imposed on the network butprovides each node with a distance-
dependent aggregated view of the network topology. The basic intuition behind the algorithm isthat toroute
a packet far away from the destination, only a "coarse" knowledge ofthe network topology isrequired. As
the packet reaches near the destination, nodes in that area are expected to know the topology around the
destination in greaterdetailand will be able to routethe packetto the destination.

We showed that if the route discovery process updates routing tables ina particular way, then the routing
tables are cycle-free. We also showed that even inmobile networks where the topology changes, the packets
may get"stuck" butdo notgetcaught in loops. Further, wequantified theperformance of thealgorithm in
terms of the size of the routing table and communication overhead due to the route discovery process. We
presented proposed protocols for handling discovering new nodes, and coping with node failures. These
protocols enable thealgorithm to handle mobility and dynamicity in network topology.

We showed theoretically and verified through simulation that thealgorithm obtaines very small routing
table sizes and very low communication overhead. Thus, one of themajor features of thealgorithm is that
it is scalable without imposition ofany hierarchy (hence adhoc intrue sense). Thus, the algorithm has im-
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plicationsfor Internet routingas well. One of the weaknesses of the algorithm is that it assumesan overlaid
pagingnetworkto provide information about geographical locationof the nodes. But with proliferation of
GPS receivers, this may not remain an impractical assumption.

Wehave presentedprotocolsto handlenodemobility. Detailedanalysisof the algorithmunder high mo
bilityand its loadbalancing properties are subjects of current research. We intendto presentthoseresults in
future work.
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A Appendix

In this section we present two results ofrelevance to the algorithm ofthe paper. First, we show that when
the number ofnodes isvery large and the transmission range ischosen appropriately, then itsuffices to know
the neighbors todothe routing. Inthe second result, we show that the expected number ofroute discoveries
initiated by a node is 0(logn).

A.l Asymptotic results for routing table size of random networks in convex regions

Inthis section we show that under reasonable assumptions, the expected value ofthe number ofhops toany
node approaches 1, as the number ofnodes inthe network increases toinfinity. We also prove that this fact
implies that the expected number ofnodes in a GRA routing table converges to the number ofneighbors as
the total number of network nodes increases.

Weassume that the network deployment areadoesnotchangewiththe number of network nodesbut do
permit the transmission range to be reduced as the number of network nodes is increased. This reduction is
permitted to maximize the capacity of the wireless network in the senseof [3].

Let be a countably infinite setof nodes whose locations areuniformly distributed in a discof unitarea
contained in the plane. Let Sn be the first n nodes. Let r{n) be the transmission range for every random
network consisting of nodes in the set Sn- We assume that

V TTTl

Asper[3] this is theorder of thetransmission range when it ischosen tomaximize thecapacity ofann-node
network located in a fixed finite area. If the range is chosen to be less than this, thenetwork is likely to be
disconnected. If two nodes lie within transmission range ofeach other we assume they are neighbors. Let
Ns be the set of neighbors of s.

LetG" be a random n-node network and D" a data demand pattern. Then, we know that the routing
tables will complete. Let{T^ : s € «Sn} be thesetof complete routing tables for Gn.Dn- Pick a node S at
random from and another node S' at random from the routing table Tg. We define Ln tobe the number
of hops from S to S'. Note thatLn is a random variable representing thenumber of hops from a node to
another node in its routing table when the network lies in the set of n-node networks.

GRA routing tables contain neighbor nodes and remote nodes. For a remote node to be in the routing
table, it is necessarythat therebe no neighbor in the directionof the remotenode. In other words, the shaded
circle sector in figure 19must be devoid of any nodes. We use the following geometrical fact: Thearea of
thehatched sector is no less than 7rr^/3.

Figure 19: Condition for a remote node to be in the routing table
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The argument is as follows.

B[L„|S = s,S' = s',s' € I?] = ^[inls' 6 iv,...]P(s' 6 Ar,|...) + ^N,.. .]P{s' ^ iV,|...)

< l+„(l_E!:M)n
= 1+„(1 _ (i+ite)"

n

Itmay be argued that the limn->oo 7^(1 —ll±lli2SZl)" == qfor the following reasons. Let

/(n) = n(l - —^) .
n

Then

log/(n) = log7i+ nlog(l -
n

But for large n,

Thus,

This implies that

log(i - (l+lliSiZl)_.(! +')'°g"
n n

which implies that log(/(n)) ~ -elogn. Thus as n increases log/(w) goes to -co, which implies that
limn-».oo f{n) = 0. This then implies that

lim E[Ln\S = s,S' = s', s' € CT = 1,
n-+oo

that is, as the networkbecomes denser, each nodeneeds to knowonly about its neighborsto route.
We now show that for large networks the number of nodes in the routing table converges in mean to the

number of nodes in the routing table. We start with

£:(i„|5 = s,5' = s',s' 6 r;] = E[L„\s' €N,.. .]P(s' € Af.l...) + E[L^\s' iN,.. .]F(s' iN.\...)
> lP(s' € iV,(n)|...) + 2F(s' i iV,(n)|...)

|r,(n)| |T,(n)|

\Un)\

£;[i„|S = s,S' = s', s' 6 T,"] > - 2.
\Ts{n)\

lim £;[i„|S = s,S' = s', s' € T;] > 3 lim - 2,
n-¥oo n-^oo ]T5(n)|

which together with the fact |A^5(n)l < |Ts(n)| implies that

limn-^oo |j;s(n)|
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A.2 Average Number ofRoute Discoveries Initiatedbya Node

We assume that all network nodes are located in apolygon (Vq) in The result is essentially obtained from
certain geometrical properties of polygons. Theconcept of a Voronoi cell and tessellation as introduced in
Section 4 is used.

Theorem 2 The expected number ofroute discoveries initiated by a node is bounded above by a constant
times log n

ProofWe assume that the location ofa node s isa random variable taking uniformly distributed values
in Vo» i-e., for V C Vqj

P{posis) 6 V) =

where |V| denotes the area of V.
Consider a node s. Initially the node s knows only about itself. Thus its Voronoi cell (Vb) is the entire

network deployment region. Thus Aq is the area of the initial Voronoi cell of s. We assume that the next
node (si) that s learns of can be any other node in Vq. Let Vi be thearea of the new Voronoi cell of s. In
this manner we let si,..., Sk be a sequence ofpoints and Vi,... V)t the corresponding sequence ofVoronoi
cells of s, such that the node s,- is chosento lie in the Voronoi cell V;_i. Wechoose the next node to lie in
the previous Voronoi cell because s wouldonlyinitiateroutediscoveries to anothernode in its own Voronoi
cell. Let Ak be the area of Vk. Since the locations of nodes arerandom, Vk and Af- are random variables.

Let Nkbethe number ofnodes incell (s,{si,... ,5/.}) = Vk. After initiating k route discoveries, the
expected number of nodes left in a node'sVoronoi cell is given by

E(Nk\Ao = Co) = E(Akn/AQ\Ao = uq) (1)
= (n/aQ)E(Ak\AQ = ao) (2)

< (3)

The last step followsfrom lemma4, provedbelow.
The expected number ofnodes percell when the Voronoi views become complete isunity. Thus,

oc^n = 1

which implies that the mean number ofroute discoveries initiated by a node, k isgiven by

k = clogn (4)

where c is a constantequal to 1/ log(l/a).
•

We next prove lemma 4. Some notation is as follows. Rq is a closed polygon in R'^,x € Rq, V is a
random variable taking uniformly distributed values in Rq, i.e., for V C Rq,

P(Y 6 V) =
m'

Let Ri = V{x,Y) denote the Voronoi cell of x when Rq is tessellated with thepoints x, Y. Then Ri is a
random variable.

Lemma 4 3 c € (0,1) such thatfor all x ^ Rq

E[m\X = x]<(l-c^)\Ro\.
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Figure 20: Geometrical construction for the proof

Proof

Figure20 showsthe geometrical construction usedin theproof. Let D = maXx,i,€/?o Ik ~ vW -^ is the
diameter of thepolygon Rq.Let x be anypointin Rq.Let x/ be thefarthest pointfrom a; in i2o- Thenx/ is
a vertex and |k —a;/|| > D/2. Thequadrilateral {x/, 2,F) contains Rq. Rq contains the quadrilateral
(x/, A, C,B).The areas of the two quadrilaterals are as follows.

Areaof quadrilateral (x/, A,C, B) = (sin a + sin (3)
Area of quadrilateral (x/, z'yF) = \2D.2D{sm a + sin (3)

Thus the area ofquadrilateral (x/, A, C,B)isgreater than i^oj •Choose c = ^.
For any u,v in (x/, A,C, B) thedistance between u and v is less than Thedistance from x to any

such u is greaterthan Thus if y G (x/, A, C, B), the Voronoi cell of Y will contain at leastthe region
(x/, A,C, B). Moreover | (x/, A,C, B)| > c\Ro\.LetRdenote thequadrilateral (xy,A,C, B).

E[\Ri\\X = x] = E[\Ri\\X = x,Y e R]P(y eR) +E[\Ri\\X = x,Y ^ R]P(Y i R)

< (|Bo|-c|Bo|)/? + |Bo|(l-/?)

= (l-cP)\Rol

= (1 -

where (3 = P{Y € R.) The last step follows from the fact that (3 > c.
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